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Scale

```
Fa Sol La Fa Sol La Mi Fa Sol La Fa Sol

C D E F G A B C D E F G
```

- Simibreve
- Minums
- Crotchets

```
\frac{4}{4} \quad \frac{2}{2}
```

- Treble Cliff
- Bass Cliff
- Common Time
- Treble Time

A Sharp # A Flat b A Natural b

A Slur \( \text{\&) \)
Lesson 16

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

6th

7th

8th

9th

10th

11th

12th

13th The Flat Scale.
Stilt or York
French or Norwich

Tr

Con

Ten. or Ch. part

Bass

Tr

Con

Ten. or Ch. part

Bass
Dumfermling or Durham

Quintus, Sung by Treble Voices.
Jedburgh or Exeter

Tr

Con

Ten or Ch part

Bass
100 Psalm
Montrose or St David's

Tr

Con

Ten or Ch part

Bafs

6 6 6

6 6 6

6
Dumfries or St Mary's.